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Original
Product



Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman



Ideation 
Process





New Product 



Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman Pool Float



Survey
Research
 Data



Question #1: Age? 



Question #2: Gender? 



Question #3: Income? 



#4: How many trips have you taken for
pleasure in the past 24 months?  



#5: Which part(s) of the world do you visit
most when traveling for pleasure? 



#6: How likely are you to pick a luxury
destination when traveling for pleasure?  



#7: How much extra cost would you budget for
your travels if it meant you'd have luxury
accomodations?



#8: Are you familiar with Herman Miller?



#9: Do you own any furniture from Herman
Miller?



#10: How likely are you to invest in furniture
for your home?



#11: When traveling for pleasure, how
important are luxury accommodations to you? 



#12: How many times have you traveled for
pleasure near a body of water in the past 24
months?



#13: How likely are you to use a pool float
during your luxury vacation? 



#14: Would you use a pool float during your
luxury vacation if it provided health benefits?



#15: When using a pool float, what is your most
important need? 1 being most important to 5
being least important. 
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TAM

SAM

SOM

US$ 837.7 Millon
Global Scale

US$ 351.54 Million
U.S.-based Companies
hold approx. 42% market
share.

As of 2022, adult
relaxation pool 
floats in the U.S. have an
estimated 20.25% of
market split. 

US$ 71.2 Million



Number of Commercial Pools in the U.S.

KEY

most luxury hotels

most visited

Herman Miller 
 manufacturer

highest luxury-driven
purchases by
popluation



Competitor 
Information



Competitor - Complementor Matrix



Competitor - Complementor Matrix Findings

The matrix comprises the top 15 companies with the most pool float market share.

Aqua-Leisure, the top one, and INTEX, the top three in market share, are the biggest competitor in product diversification,
manufacturing, and global brand exposure. 

TRC Super Soft pool and lounge floats are our second biggest competitors, mainly in product similarities and target market. They are
high-end, traditional pool floats made with quality materials. They are available in high-end luxury resorts across the U.S. and have
direct-to-consumer distribution channels. 

PoolMaster is another competitor on product similarities but also complementor since they focus on mass-produced and affordable PVC
and pool floats. However, their weakness is being too traditional in branding and designs.

From the specialty, adult mid-price pool floats, FUNBOY and PoolCandy are our biggest competitors while also directly competing with
each other. Their core competency is innovative pool float designs. 

O'Brien Water Sports and RAVE Sports focus mainly on high-end water sports activities and appeal to high-volume and family-friendly
resorts. While they also sell pool floats, their portfolio and design patents specifically made for water sports make them complementors. 



Value
Proposition
Canvas



High-end Hotels in Hawaii
KnollMiller Inc. - Eames Lounge Chair 

and Ottoman (pool float design/function) 01/25/23 Project A Part II

PHYSICAL &
TANGIBLE
Hotel 
access to body of
water (pools/ocean)
pool float

DESIGN AND MATERIALS CREATED TO: 
comfortable to relax during vacation 
maintain a cool temperature under the sun not
stick to the skin or scratch the skin while
tanning/sweating aesthetically pleasing for
photo-ops (high brand identity/recognition
through design).
floats perfectly in salt/chlorine water 

KEY: 
      comfortable
      reinforces status-driven
      behavior

reinforces value-driven overall
purchase (vacation at the

high-end hotel) 

ANCILLARY:
subpar service/ accommodations

(ex. Uncomfortable pool float. Too 
sticky, hot, not appealing for photos, 
doesn't float well, etc.) 

no photo-ops as memories or
social media
EMOTIONAL: 

didn't fully enjoy the experience 

DESIRED GAINS:
high-end pool float is comfortable

in temperature/buoyancy/material/a
esthetically pleasing
compliments into status-

driven/value-driven decision to go
to that resort

FUNCTIONAL JOB:
the pool float is

comfortable, and it floats
 

SOCIAL JOB:
get their money's worth 

photo-ops
 

EMOTIONAL/PERSONAL 
JOB: 
enjoy their vacation



Customer
Journey 
Map





Conclusion



Although a niche market, based on the market research and competitive
landscape assessment, KnollMiller Inc. should pivot into developing the Eames
Lounge Chair and Ottoman Pool Float as it connects several market segments
from the luxury pool float industry and Herman Miller's B2B core customer base. 

This value-driven Minimum Viable Product aligns with the production,
manufacturing, and distribution channels already established in the KnollMiller
Inc. company. 



Next Step:
Preliminary
BMC for Pivot





Thank You. 
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